**General Tips and Tricks**

CCRS Research modules do take up quite a bit of time, but will help you determine whether your project requires ethics approval or not.

All research projects (except for FHA) requires a RISE account. Do this when you start your protocol so you have your account when you are ready to submit to ethics.

Look at the sample protocols on the LMPS residency website and follow their structure. Start writing your protocol as soon as possible!

Resources:
UBC Librarian at Woodward- can make an appointment to get help with the research process
Statistician- can be requested by filling out a CHEOS Service Request form [http://www.cheos.ubc.ca/services/request-services/](http://www.cheos.ubc.ca/services/request-services/) and emailed to researchsupport@cheos.ubc.ca.

Students- SMX-TMP mentorship program (via Rho-Chi), CSHP mentorship program
- obtain approval from your primary investigator before involving the student
- students will have to fill out confidentiality forms, require access to databases, get ID tags etc.